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Computational fluid dynamics modelling and congenital heart diseases

Abstract:
Treatment of congenital heart diseases has been evolving rapidly in recent years, requiring customized
therapies due to the large inter-patient variability of anatomical and hemodynamic parameters within the
vascular arrangement following a surgical repair. Nowadays, virtual surgery based on computational fluid
dynamics or in silico patient-specific modelling is a promising tool because it could help surgeons in the
decision-making process, improving and understanding hemodynamic outcomes and reducing trial errors
during complex surgeries. Indeed, mathematical modelling is a powerful tool to investigate haemodynamics
of the circulatory system. With the improving in the imaging techniques, nowadays, it is possible to build
patient-specific models of congenital malformations and surgeries for the treatment of congenital heart
diseases. These models can help clinicians in better understanding the hemodynamic behaviour of different
surgical options for a treated patient. This presentation is partially based on the work under way within the
Transatlantic Project ‘Multi-scale modeling of single ventricle hearts for clinical decision support’, funded by
Fondation Leducq (Paris). It will outline how mathematical models have improved in the recent years, which
are the limitations still present and which are the future directions in this area.
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